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History of National Doctors' Day
The first Doctors’ Day observance was March 30, 1933 in Winder,
Georgia. Eudora Brown Almond, wife of Dr. Charles B. Almond,
decided to set aside a day to honor physicians. This first
observance included the mailing of greeting cards and placing
flowers on graves of deceased doctors. The red carnation is
commonly used as the symbolic flower for National Doctors’ Day.
On March 30, 1958, a Resolution Commemorating Doctors' Day
was adopted by the United States House of Representatives. In
1990, legislation was introduced in the House and Senate to establish a national Doctors’ Day. Following overwhelming approval by
the United States Senate and the House of Representatives, on
October 30, 1990, President George Bush signed S.J. RES. #366
(which became Public Law 101-473), designating March 30th as

"National Doctors’ Day."

From the Director’s Chair

by Denise N. Forbes

The John Williams Scholarship Foundation, in conjunction with the Carl and Mavis Williams Family, Henry Memorial
Presbyterian Church, and the CSB of Middle Georgia, has for the past 18 years awarded scholarships to our staff in honor
of John Williams. Carl and Mavis were John’s parents, and like so many parents before them and since, they saw their
beloved son struggle with behavioral health challenges throughout his lifetime. After John’s death, they established the
John Williams Scholarship Foundation in an effort to assist deserving individuals with furthering their education in the
behavioral health field. These scholarships are awarded to qualifying employees of the Community Mental Health Center
of Middle Georgia in Dublin, Georgia, who are working toward an advanced graduate degree within the Mental Health
field. Priority is given to applicants who work with the severe and persistent mentally ill adult population.
Our 2018 recipients were Jenny Yancey, RN, who works as a Registered Nurse for our Community Support Team (CST)
and is pursuing her Master’s in Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner (PMHNP) through Walden University, with the goal of
becoming a Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner; and Nicki Harrison who supervises Step One Recovery Center and pursued her
Master’s in Psychology through Kaplan University, with the goal of becoming a licensed therapist.
In recent weeks, the CSB of Middle Georgia has broadcast John Williams Scholarship application instructions to our CSB of
Middle Georgia team. If you are an employee, currently enrolled in college or university and working toward a Master’s
degree, you are eligible to apply for the scholarship. The scholarship provides an opportunity for the John Williams
Foundation and the Williams family to continue to “pay it forward”, to continue to educate the public on Behavioral
Health needs, and to continue to keep John’s memory alive and well within our agency.
John Williams was an impressive young man, with a quick wit and a sharp mind. He was a friend to many. I believe he
would be proud of the annual scholarship that bears his name; and even more with the growth of the CSB of Middle
Georgia’s programs, community services, and collaborative opportunities that flow through our agency. I also believe
that he would be proud of those chosen to carry on this important work.
The awards ceremony is held at Henry Memorial Presbyterian Church each year, and is one of the highlighted annual
events of our agency. The CSB of Middle Georgia remains grateful to the Williams family and the HMPC church family for
their belief in the work that we do and their undying support of the CSB of Middle Georgia team.
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Mother Teresa's Anyway Poem
People are often unreasonable, illogical and self centered;
Forgive them anyway.
If you are kind, people may accuse you of selfish, ulterior motives;
Be kind anyway.
If you are successful, you will win some false friends and some true enemies;
Succeed anyway.
If you are honest and frank, people may cheat you;
Be honest and frank anyway.
What you spend years building, someone could destroy overnight;
Build anyway.
If you find serenity and happiness, they may be jealous;
Be happy anyway.
The good you do today, people will often forget tomorrow;
Do good anyway.
Give the world the best you have, and it may never be enough;
Give the world the best you've got anyway.
You see, in the final analysis, it is between you and your God;
It was never between you and them anyway.

[Reportedly inscribed on the wall of Mother Teresa's children's home in Calcutta, and attributed to her.

However, an article in the New York Times has since reported (March 8, 2002) that the original version of this
poem was written by Kent M. Keith.]
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In The Know RFT Group
As a Marriage and Family Therapist I work with a lot of couples who come in gravely concerned about their
marriage, both wanting to know “What happened, where do we go from here?” Though every couple has their
own story, their own experience, the same overarching theme comes every time. Somewhere along the way, a
disconnect happened. They were no longer plugged in to one another, they operated as if divided. From there,
common goals disappear, common values, and before you know it, they feel like they are speaking a different
language to one another. They are living their lives in silos, standing in the same room, but miles apart.
Couples forget why they came together in the first place. Partnership. The idea and joy of living and working
alongside someone and sharing all the accomplishments with pride and amazement. The experience of failure,

grief, and disappointment, all made easier with the comfort of knowing someone is there with you.
I ask them to think about their values, their goals, what they want in life, in a family, in a partner. After thinking
of this, I ask them what they bring to the table, what internal and external qualities do they possess that could
accomplish these goals. I then ask what the other person brings to the table that is uniquely their own, that
would not exist without them. No one can accomplish everything alone; we need people. We are social beings.
In doing so, we have to recognize what others can offer us and vice versa. Together, things are accomplished
with energy and resources left to actually enjoy and marvel at what is accomplished. This is what makes unity
special. Yes, individual accomplishments are wonderful, allowing a person to see their capacity and skill; but
true fulfillment comes when you are able to share this with another person. What is the use of winning a
basketball game, if there is no one there to cheer, to see the final basket right before the buzzer?
It is known and accepted that recovery cannot be accomplished alone. One cannot go through the trials and
celebrations without the support, encouragement and guidance of others. In an effort to have a recovery
oriented organization, we must look at ourselves and honestly assess how we can utilize and support one
another to accomplish our mission. In case we forget, recovery is our mission. With this said, we cannot run a
recovery based organization in silos.
“the word “silo” does not just refer to a physical structure or organization (such as a department). It
can also be a state of mind. Silos exist in structures. But they exist in our minds and social groups
too. Silos breed tribalism. But they can also go hand in hand with tunnel vision.”

― Gillian Tett, The Silo Effect: The Peril of Expertise and the Promise of Breaking Down Barriers
The agency’s Recovery Focused Transformation Team is developing their newest group to address this specific
phenomenon which happens in organizations, and how it happens in ours. We will be looking at how our
thinking, our goals, our policies and ways of doing our day to day jobs can somehow prevent us from
accomplishing our overall mission. In taking an honest, sometimes, uncomfortable look at these things, we, like
many couples, walk away stronger and more connected than what was thought possible.
—Nina Kennedy
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Melanie Dallas: Community Service Boards a valuable partner in
HB 514 reform efforts
I recently had the privilege of testifying before the Georgia House Health and Human Services Committee on behalf of
Georgia's Community Services Boards (CSBs) -- agencies like Highland Rivers Health that provide behavioral health services
for individuals with mental illness, substance use disorders and disabilities.
The hearing was regarding House Bill 514, a collaborative effort of the Georgia House and Gov. Brian Kemp that would create
a Behavioral Health Reform and Innovation Commission. Following the example of Georgia's highly successful Criminal
Justice Reform Commission, the new expert panel would work to modernize our state's behavioral health safety-net system.
Georgia's CSBs will be critical to this effort, both because of their understanding of current challenges and their record of
innovation and efficiency.
The challenges facing Georgia's behavioral health system are many. One of the most critical is demand -- that is, the number
of people in need of services. One in five individuals is impacted by behavioral health disorders, which given Georgia's
population of 10.3 million, is more than 2 million people. In addition, the tremendous growth in Georgia's population -- 2.5

million since year 2000 -- means there are thousands more Georgians in need of help than 20 years ago.
Georgia's behavioral health safety-net system (for example, the state's 24 Community Service Boards) is designed specifically
for individuals with significant levels of impairment from behavioral health conditions but few financial resources. Using a
National Institute of Mental Health prevalence factor of about 5.4 percent for Georgia (about 563,000 Georgians) and a
poverty level guideline of 200 percent or below (32 percent), Georgia's safety-net system would expect to serve
approximately 180,000 individuals.
And yet, last year, Georgia CSBs served approximately 222,155 unduplicated individuals -- a number that has increased 20
percent over the past four years, and is expected to continue growing.
Already, the state's CSBs are a tremendous bargain for Georgia taxpayers. As stewards of legislative appropriations, CSBs
operate very efficiently. While nationally recognized standards for the nonprofit sector generally find overhead costs of 20 to
25 percent acceptable, most Georgia CSBs operate with a slim overhead of approximately 11 to 12 percent. In Georgia's
safety-net system, dollars not only follow people but are invested heavily in needed services.
Georgia's CSBs also possess a level of expertise and authority unmatched in the state. A recent report by the Georgia
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council found CSBs are the most often contracted treatment providers in the state's
accountability court system (based on four key criteria: training of professionals providing services; use of evidence-based
practices; location and accessibility; and experience working with the court's population). In addition, two-thirds of courts
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reported partnering with their local CSB for treatment other than substance abuse, and the majority do not pay for these
additional treatment services.
Despite CSBs' record of success, funding continues to be a substantial challenge. In Georgia, funding to support the
safety-net system and provide access to core services has remained stagnant for the past 20 years, straining our ability to
grow and meet the needs of Georgia's expanding population. While the state has invested heavily in transforming our
behavioral health system from a hospital-based system to a community-based system, additional funding is needed to
expand core services, the services which increase access for vulnerable individuals in communities across Georgia.

Following the example of the state's criminal justice reform, as we seek to modernize and strengthen Georgia's behavioral
health safety-net, let's start by acknowledging all that has been accomplished in the system and build on those strengths.
Georgia's CSBs have boots-on-the-ground knowledge of the current strengths and limitations of our safety-net system, with
an ability to see the potential for greater service to Georgians impacted by behavioral health concerns.
Ultimately, Georgia CSBs' record of innovation and creativity, as well as our ability to serve as subject matter experts on
barriers, conditions, needs and problems within the current behavioral health system, will be invaluable in moving us forward. CSBs stand ready to engage in HB 514's process of reform and innovation. We see legislators, state-level departments
and other providers as critical partners in this effort, and are hopeful CSBs are seen as equally valuable strategic partners.
Melanie Dallas is a licensed professional counselor and CEO of Highland Rivers Health, which provides treatment and recovery services for
mental health, addiction and intellectual developmental disabilities in a 12-county region of northwest Georgia that includes Whitfield and
Murray counties.
—originally published March 12, 2019 in the Daily Citizen-News, Dalton, GA
https://www.dailycitizen.news/news/lifestyles/melanie-dallas-community-service-boards-a-valuable-partner-in-hb/article_9154e8a5a70a-5ad6-9b6b-920feb2ef7c9.html
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CSB Connection

Rick Tyson’s Retirement Party
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RISEUP and SOAR Clubhouse represented CSBMG in the Dublin St. Patrick’s Day Parade
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Dublin Division

Latasha Curry on completing her
certification requirements for the
Certified Peer Specialist
credential. Latasha has an
Associate degree in Criminal
Justice, and previously worked
with the Housing Authority before
coming to the CSB of Middle
Georgia. She currently works at
Independence House as a group
leader in PSR. Congratulations,
Latasha, on a job well done!

Meet Marlena Dixon
When you hear or read the word, CARF, do you think of Marlena
Dixon? You might not right now but you definitely will in the near
future! She is currently working with Tina Clements to make sure we
uphold our CARF accreditation.
Marlena has worked in multiple positions in multiple programs for
CSBMG for 14 years. Marlena knew all of her life that she wanted to
work in a creative environment where she could be open minded, and
she feels that CSBMG is a great place to work. She has been blessed
to obtain many degrees, but she is most excited to have completed
her Bachelors’ of Healthcare Management in Health Service Administration Management. Marlena attended Dublin High School where
her 3 children also attend (ed). She has a 20 year old daughter at
Valdosta State University and a set of 16 year old twins. Her daughter
is a sophomore and her son is a junior who is a dedicated member of
the Dublin Fighting Irish Marching Band. Marlena loves to sing! She is
a part of multiple community choirs/groups. Marlena also enjoys
making flyers, business cards, tickets, etc. for special events. Thank
you Marlena for all of your hard work and special talents that you
bring to the table to help better our CSBMG!
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Ogeechee Division

Renia Hullander
represented CSBMG at the
Regional Advisory Board for
Region 5. Thanks Renia!

Meet Crystal Flakes
Starting her career in 2012 with Ogeechee Behavioral Health as the payroll and
accounts payable clerk, Crystal Flakes is a great example of accepting change
and being flexible with her responsibilities during the merger. Joanna Harrison
shared that, “Crystal is always dependable. You don’t have to ask her twice!”
Crystal is now a Staffing Coordinator for Health Care Staffing Incorporated. Her
role is to help organize and conduct interviews for new hires and to also
educate them on the benefit packages during their orientation. She also
processes payroll for all of the Ogeechee Division and has recently been
involved with payroll processing for the full time and part time CSBMG
employees on the Dublin side.
Crystal is an ECI Bulldog, born and raised. She is currently raising her two
children, Tyler (18) and Taylor Rae (14) with her husband of 20 years. You can
find Crystal picking her daughter up from cheerleading practice and cheering
for her son and her Bulldog family at football and baseball games. You may
even see her in Savannah with Taylor Rae showing love to those who live under
the Truman Parkway Bridge through their Facebook page, Sweet Soles Free
Shoes Boutique. She loves posting videos of her family at country concerts
singing and screaming every word to every song. With that being said, you can
also find Crystal on Facebook posting job announcements on the Healthcare
Staffing Inc, Swainsboro GA page.
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Community Corner

Team members out in the community

Getting the job done and doing the job right are two totally different things. There are some people out there who do the bare
minimum at work and call it a day. As long as the boxes get checked and the time flies by, that’s good enough. Then, there are the
people who will almost literally jump through hoops, and Mr. Charles Shivers is one of them. Charles has worked with the CSB for 12
years. He absolutely loves his job. He works in Treutlen at the Soperton Male Group Home. He is a husband and father of 2 boys. He
is a very loyal and dependable employee. If you googled the word “Compassion” there will be a picture of Charles beside it. HE IS A

PERFECT EXAMPLE of someone who exhibits patience when dealing with an individuals with challenging behaviors. He provides a 1
on 1 service to a DOJ Individual. Charles is often observed going above and beyond to care for his individual. Charles is often
observed dropping by or making frequent calls when he is scheduled off work just to check on the individual. Support Coordinators
and Region Representatives often speak highly of the care Charles give his individual. He treats this individual just like a family
member and/or his own son. We are proud and appreciate having Charles as a dedicated member of our Team. Great Job Charles!
Your dedication has not gone unnoticed.
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Owen Daughtery's retiring from Georgia
Council.

Murder Mystery night at RISEUP on Monday, March 25,
2019
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Denise's welcome at 2019
Living Loud Youth Rally

CSBMG team and partners
with Sheriff Larry Dean

Living Loud Youth Rally
“LIVE YOUR BEST LIFE”
On March 14, 2019 at the Old West Laurens High School Gym 4 different groups of high school kids gathered to celebrate
life! It was a beautiful time for over 500 students from Twiggs County, East Laurens, West Laurens, and Dublin City High
Schools to gather and encourage each other to “Live Your Best Life”! No matter the rivalry between the schools, they
danced, sang, played games, and were educated on how to make good life decisions for their future. There were many
topics discussed within the few hours of the Rally. College and career readiness, healthy mindsets (suicide prevention),
leadership, mentorship, anti-bullying, literacy, and how to be responsible with the use of social media. Thank you to Keith
Brown, Sources of Strength, Voices of Hope, Communities in Schools, Hope in Darkness Global Foundation, CSB of Middle

Georgia, and all of the school systems that helped make this rally possible. As always, a thank you goes to the Dublin
Courier Herald and TV35 for coverage.
“Our community is committed to ensuring ALL teens, especially the underserved have the resources required to excel in
school and life”-- Keith Brown.
—Renia Hullander
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What’s Happening at Independence House?

—by Laurie Peavy, Cindy Simpson, &
Tillenne Sammons

Independence House is full of activity this month! Our Care Closet continues to grow with donations of clothing, coats,
pocketbooks, shoes, etc. We have two hard working individuals that have been faithful and committed to helping us get this
area up and running. Rachel Turner sorts through the donations of clothes, and she then irons the clothing and places them
on a hanger. Brenda White hangs them up and folds or places them in the male or female section. The Care Closet gives our
individuals a chance to build skills in relation to household chores. Everyone that has been through the Care Closet has been
very grateful for the items and greeted with compassion and a smile. If you would like to make a donation to the Care Closet,
please call Cindy Simpson at (478) 272-1190 ext. 1154 or feel free to drop them off Monday – Friday from 8 a.m. – 4 p.m. We
thank you ahead of time!
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Coming Up Next...
Be sure to mark your calendars
with these upcoming CSBMG
events!



Reminder: Please wear your name badges during work hours, on and off-site,
while on CSBMG business. Also, make sure the badge is visible. This is not only
for identification purposes, but also for safety measures. Thanks!



Mar 8— Central Ga CSBs and Area
Agencies on Aging meeting,
River Edge, Macon

Ogeechee Division staff are asked to no longer access the old OBHS Policies and
Procedures icon; the CSBMG-OAP icon is to be used. If you still have the old
icon or do not have the new icon, please contact Shannon Boula.



All managers and supervisors: OAP 90-10 CSBMG Exit Interview & Deactivation
Process: BE AWARE OF THIS PROCESS & THE USE OF THIS FORM AND REVIEW
WITH PROGRAM SUPERVISORS/MANAGERS/PROGRAM SUPPORT STAFF. The
email HR@csbmg.com is active and should be used. It sends this form to the
parties that NEED TO KNOW and prevents having to send multiple emails –
PLEASE USE THE FORM AND THE EMAIL AS INDICATED.

One Final Thought…..

Please send all submissions for the newsletter to the IT Dept. nsnyder@csbmg.com

